
Assembly and Usage Instructions
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Instructions read top to bottom, left to right.

• Leaning rearward on bench may cause tipping

• Always be aware of surroundings when rotating the bench

• Never sit or stand on the table top

• Never lean a firearm against the bench as it may spin

• Never use your bench on sloped terrain

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS2.

IDENTIFYING ALL THE COMPONENTS

300022 300045 300044 300016

Qty Description Part #  

1 Butcher Block Top      OR 300001

1 Synthetic Top 300003

1 Seat Cushion 300022

1 Table Bracket Subassembly 300044

3 Legs 300016

1 Seat Bracket Subassembly 300045

1 Center Post 300039

1 Tripod Base Subassembly 300046

3 Feet for Legs 300014

Qty Description Part #  

1 Hardware Pack for Wood Top Including: OR 1000693

1 Hardware Pack for Synthetic Top Including: 1001837

4 3/8” - 16 x 2” Long Cap Screws (Wood Top Only) 1001858

4 3/8” Washers (Wood Top Only) 300050

4 3/8” Nuts (Wood Top Only) 300051

4 1/4” - 20 x 1” Long Cap Screws 300029

4 1/4” Washers 300049

3 3” Clevis Pins 300048

3 2.75” Clevis Pins 1006416

12 E-Clips 300024

1 5/32” Hex Key Wrench 570677

3 BR Feet 300061

Thank you for purchasing a Caldwell BR Pivot. Please take

a moment to locate all of the parts shown in this photo.

Locate the BR

Pivot tabletop. You

will have either a

butcher block wood

top or a synthetic

top. This set of instructions will

serve for both products.

Photo A

300039 300046 300061 300014 1000693

300001

300003
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PUTTING YOUR BR PIVOT TOGETHER

Now that you have identified all of your parts, you can

begin assembling your BR Pivot shooting bench. In just

a few easy steps your BR Pivot will be assembled and

ready to enjoy. The tools you will need are: 5/32” Hex

Key Wrench (included), a standard straight blade

screwdriver, a pair of pliers, a 9/16” (or adjustable)

wrench for the hardwood top, or a 13mm (or

adjustable) wrench for the synthetic top.

3.

Photo D

Cam

Step 1: Installing the legs on the base

Photo E

Same view,

just bigger

Cam

Photo B

Cam

Offset Hole

(Faces down and attaches to the base)

Place one end of a leg in the base as shown in

Photo B and C. The holes in each end of the leg are

drilled in slightly different locations, so use the end

with the offset hole and orient it to bottom side of

the base. WARNING: Failure to install the legs

correctly will result in damage to the shooting

bench, as well as possible firearm damage and

even injury to the shooter. Slide the 2.75” long

clevis pin through the base and leg, and install the e-

clips in the grooves on each end of the pins using pliers.

Centered Hole

(Foot attaches to this end of the leg)

Offset Hole

(Faces down and attaches to the base)

See last page for e-clip installation and removal.

Repeat for the two remaining legs. Once the

legs are installed in the base, check the orientation of

the cams. The legs should be resting on the cams, and

the cams should be oriented as shown in Photo D. If

the cams are not oriented correctly, lift the base so

the legs hang down, correct the orientation of the

cams and lower the base back down to the floor. The

base should sit slightly elevated above the floor as

shown in Photo E. If the base sits flat against the

floor, either the legs were installed upside down or the

wrong end was installed in the base. THE LEGS

MUST BE INSTALLED CORRECTLY TO

ENSURE FULL FUNCTIONALITY OF THE

LEG LEVELING AND HEIGHT ADJUSTMENTS.

Photo C

(Represents a broken view of a BR Pivot leg)

Offset Hole

(Faces down and attaches

to the base)

Centered Hole

(Foot attaches to this end

of the leg)



4.

Step 3: Installing the seat cushion on

the seat bracket

Photo G

Photo H

Step 4: Installing the table bracket

to the table top

4a: Hardwood top

4b: Synthetic top

Lay the top upside down on a flat surface. Remove

the four M8 hex bolts and washers from the center of

the table top. Place the table bracket between the

frame members as shown in Photo I and align the

holes in the table with the holes in the bracket. If the

frame members are too close to allow the bracket to

Instructions continued on page 5. >>>>

Set the seat cushion upside down and lay the seat

bracket over the screw holes. Attach the seat bracket

to the seat cushion using the four 1/4”-20 x 1” button

head cap screws and washers, as shown in Photo G.

Tighten the fasteners using the provided 5/32” Hex

Key Wrench.

Stand the top on end, with the cut-out facing away

from you. For right-handed shooters, hold the table

bracket on the left side of the top and align the holes

in the bracket with the holes in the table top as shown

in Photo H. For left-handed shooters, hold the table

bracket on the right side of the top. Attach the table

bracket to the table top using

the four 3/8”-16 x 2" bolts,

washers and nuts using a 9/16”

(or adjustable) wrench. Do not

over tighten the bolts!  Over

tightening the bolts may cause

the wood top to split.

Photo F

Step 2: Installing the feet on the legs

Set the leg in the foot with the foot oriented as shown

in the Photo F. Slide the 3” long clevis pin through

the foot and leg, and install the e-clips in the grooves

on each end of the pin using pliers. Repeat for the

two remaining feet.



5.drop in place, you may need to loosen the M6 hex bolt

shown in the photo (don’t forget to retighten it when

you are finished). Attach the table bracket to the table

top using the four M8 hex bolts and washers, and

tighten them using the 13mm (or adjustable) wrench.

Do not over tighten the bolts!  Over tightening the bolts

my cause the inserts to strip out of the synthetic top.

Photo I

Photo J

Step 5:Assembling the components

for use

Lay the base and leg assembly on the ground with the

legs outstretched. Make sure the cams are oriented

correctly. Insert the longer step in the outside diame-

ter of the center post into the base as shown

in Photo J. Grab the seat bracket and unscrew

the seat bracket lock knob enough to allow the center

post to pass through. Assemble the seat bracket over

the center post with the seat bracket lock knob

aligned with the groove in the center post. Tighten the

seat bracket lock knob to lock the seat bracket in

place. Pick up the table top and align the table bracket

hole with the center post. Carefully set the table top

on the center post and push down until the center

post bottoms out in the table bracket. Your BR Pivot

shooting bench is now completely assembled!

USING YOUR BR PIVOT

SHOOTING BENCH

Follow these guidelines to get the most from your

new portable shooting bench:

Adjustable Legs:

With your BR Pivot’s adjustable legs, you can have a

perfectly level shooting platform almost anywhere.

When setting up your BR Pivot, simply turn the level-

ing knobs to adjust each leg until the table top is level.

Lifting the bench slightly will make the knob easier to

turn. Before sitting, ensure the three leg-adjustment

cams are oriented correctly and flat against the leg

surface. Never adjust the bench while sitting on

it, as the stress can deform the threads on your

knob. Level the bench BEFORE placing objects

on the table top.

360°Rotation

The bench will spin 360° about the base. The nylon

bearing will allow your bench to spin freely, and the

threaded knob located on the side of the base will lock

it into place so your bench is ultra-steady when you fire.

If you prefer that your bench spin with even less effort,

you may use a small amount of white lithium grease on

the inside of the base. IMPORTANT: ensure dirt,

grit or sand does not contaminate the bearing

cavity in the base. The table top also spins 360°

independently of the bench, allowing you to set your

bench up exactly the way you want it. While sitting on

the bench, turn the top so it is positioned to align you

perfectly with your gun. Now tighten the threaded

knob on the table bracket and it’s firmly locked into

place.
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May need to

loosen this

M6 hex bolt.

Longer step

Groove



BR FEET (Rubber Feet)

Another feature included with your BR Pivot shooting

bench is the BR Feet. These are the three rubber pads

included with your bench. These feet allow you to

safely use shooting rests with spiked feet without dam-

aging your table top. Simply place the spiked foot into

the metal ring to protect your bench. You can then

shoot with confidence that you’re shooting rest will

not slip and damage the table top. See Photo K.

Installation of E-Clips on Clevis Pins

1. Be sure to wear eye protection and make sure the e-clip

is oriented away from your body during installation.

MAINTENANCE AND CARE

• Do not leave outdoors for extended periods of time.

The hardwood top will suffer from moisture and 

prolonged sunlight, and steel components may

eventually shown signs of surface rust in areas 

where the finish wears from normal use.

• The hardwood top is finished with an exterior grade 

polyurethane wood sealer. For extra protection 

against wood splitting, additional coats of an outdoor 

spar varnish are recommended. Additional protec-

tion for the synthetic top is not required.

• All metal surfaces are finished with an outdoor-duty 

UV rated powder coating. As this is a matte finish,

wax is not recommended. The seat cushion material 

may be cleaned with mild detergent and a soft cloth.

Removal of E-Clips from Clevis Pins
(if needed)

4. Be sure to wear eye protection and make sure the 

e-clip is oriented down and away from your body 

during removal.

5. Hold the pin tight with one hand (or with pliers) 

and insert the screwdriver blade between the e-clip 

and pin as shown in Photo M.

6. Twist the screwdriver and the clip will pop off the pin.

2. Align the points on the e-clip with the groove on 

the pin.

3. Squeeze the e-clip onto the pin with pliers as shown 

in Photo L until it snaps into place.

Photo K

Photo M

Photo L


